It has been 40 yerirs since absolute rate theory (ART) was f o rmu 1 ate d ( 1 -3 j . In its e ;1 r 1 y years , the theory was controversial, and even the many applications provided (4) by its progenitors did not dispel! a general skepticism concerning its merits. However; beginning (5) results. An important aspect of these comparisons is that they involved the use of our modern understanding of molecular structure to estimate the necessary parameters of the theory (6) .
That is, predictions about kinetic phenomena were made suecessfully with ART, using data from non~kinetic experiments.
The result has been a rather firm con.fidence of most workers in chemical kinetics that, provided the necessary molecular structure parameters are available, absolute rate theory is in most (fairly well defined) cases an adequate \'lay to estimate the pre-exponential factors of thermal bimoleciular reactions.
In view of this success, it is unfortunate that the theory does not enjoy better understanding and confidence among non-specialist~. Some of this difficulty can be traced to the rather unconvincing derivations of the ART expression for the rate constant which are found in many physical .chemistry texts and monographs on chemical kinetics. Satisfactory and edifying derivations exist (6) (7) (8) , but do not seem to be very well-known. In a recent article in this Journal (9) , it has even been suggested that the st:mdarc.I ART expression is in error by a factor of two. It is the purpose of this paper to present a detailed but siT:tplc Jerjvation of the ART express ion for a bimolecular reaction which avoids certain of the difficulties in the corrunon treatments, .and exposes the assumpfions involved in a clear fashion. The procedure is based on an~ early paper by Horiuti (10) , which was virtually totally ignored for 20 years.
The Bimolecular Rate Constant
We consider the bi~olecular gas phase ~eaction
A+B-+C+D
and assume that classical mechanics provides an_ adequate description of the system. We imagine·that in the phase (coordinate and momentum) ~pace of the system, perpendicular to the coordinate q 1 there is a surface S which has the property that well to one side of the surfac~ theje exist molecular conformations that we recognize as reactants, while I the products lie on the other side. The reaction rate will be calculated as the rate at which systems cross the surface S in the direct-ion leading from reactants t6 products. The exact location of the surface is somewhat at our "disposal, and for the present will be left unspecified. ·-An important step in the derivation is the calculation of the concentration of systems, which lie on the critical surface S. By "system" we mean an A-B molecular pair, which has a total of n atoms. \ve make the assumption that for the fraction of systems d 6 nN/N which lie in a volume element of phase space dp 1 ... dp 3 n dq 1 . -~ dq 3 n we can use the standard expression (11) from equilibrium statistical mechanics The dimensionality of the differential· d 6 nN is indicated to remind us that the mechanical state of all n atoms of (1) the system A+B · can be specified by a point in a 6n-dimensional phase space. In eqn. (1), H = H(p,q) is the classical Hamiltonian of the system; i.e., the total energy expressed in terms of the coordinates and momenta.
Use of eqn. (1) is of course equivalent to assuming that the regions of phase space important to us are populated in the reacting system just as if complete equilibrium existed. That is, we have just made the equilibrium assumption of chemical kinetics (12) .. We shall delay a d~tailed di~cussion of this point until the derivation is completed. For the moment, it is fair to say · that there will be regions of ph~se space for \.,rhich the assumption is in substantial .error, and other regions where it will be very accurate. We must keep the .critical surface S in the regions where eqn.
(1) is valid.
Ta 6btain the rate of re~ction, we imagi~~ that the volume element of eqn. (1) is just on the produ·ct side of the surface S. Then we divide both sides of eqn~ (1) by the differential of time dt, and get ( 2) The minus sign appeari because there is a net lo~s of reactant pairs by passage through the surface into the product region.
The expressi0n now gives the contribution to the rate from one particular volume element. To get the full rate of reaction, we must sum (integrate) this expression-over all values of q 2 ... q 3 n, and Pz· ... p 3 n, since all these coordinates and ~omenta lie on the· surface S, and we are cl~iming that· passage anywhere through the surface leads to products. Also, we must integrate over all positive values of p 1 , since only this motion (along the reaction coordinate q 1 ) takes systems from the reactant to the product region of phase space.
To carry out the integration, we write 
for the rate constant, which is the conventional ART expression .
The basic assumptions of absolute rate theory enter this derivation in a particularly clear manner. Classical mechanics must provide an adequate description of the system, the phase --space of reactants must be populated according to the equilibrium (Boltzmann) distribution law, and systems wltich cross the critical surface become products. Each one of these assumptions is subject to scrutiny and may be found unsatisfactory to some degree in a given situation. However, within these basic assumptions, the conventional formulation of ART is correct.
There (14), and in the$e situations the rate calculated by ART will exceed the true experimental value by substantial factors. Thus it appears that we can rely on the simplest version of ART to provide an upper limit to the reaction rate, and this limit may frequently be clo~e to the true value.
Short Derivations of the ~RT Expression
Frequently, derivations of the ART expression start with an assertion of equilibd.11m between reactants and activated complexes. Then the rate constant is formulated as k = where K and Q are the complete equilibrium constant and partition function for the activated complex, and v is the frequency with which activated complexes decay to products. (6) Then some method of hanJl~1g the contribution of the reaction coordinate is employed. The simplest, a1id by far the least convincing, is to treat the reac~ion coordinate as a classical vi h r at i on w h i c h h as a part i t ion fun c t i on k T I h v . T h c n ,t h e frequency factor v in eqn. (6) is unquestionably the oscillator frequency, and multiplication of v by kT/hv gives the familiar kT/h factor, and leaves Qt, the partition function 
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